Materials show dramatic changes in properties in the nano regime as compared to bulk. A recent example is that of ultrathin (< 2 nm dia) Au nanowires 1 that show significant changes in structure, stability, electron transport, catalytic activity and optical/plasmonic properties compared to bulk Au 2-5 . An intriguing relaxation mechanism has been observed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of ultrathin Au wires [6] [7] [8] . Fundamental aspects of structure and stability can be probed using ultrathin alloy wires; however there is no existing method to synthesize such wires. We have developed a general and consistent template-assisted growth of robust Au-alloy nanowire (~ 3.5 nm diameter) using ultrathin Au nanowires as templates. The main difficulty associated with the growth of 1-D nanostructures of high-symmetry materials is the symmetry breaking involved in the selection of one orientation over several crystallographically equivalent directions. An oriented attachment mechanism enables the growth of ultrathin Au wires. We use these Au wires as templates to alloy them using wet chemistry. Since the starting Au wires are very fragile and are not stable even at temperatures as low as 80 o C, it is a challenge to convert these into alloy wires involving diffusion at elevated temperatures. In addition, the wires are also unstable in polar media that lead to removal of surfactant. We have developed a method to convert the Au wires into alloy wires at the liquid-liquid interface. The synthesis involves conversion of Au nanowire into AuCu, AuPd and AuPt nanowire by reduction of the second metal precursor on the template Au nanowires. Fig 1 shows the low magnification TEM images and high-resolution images of the alloy nanowire. An array of wire forms on the grid on drop casting of sample solution. The wires are single crystalline with growth direction of [111]. The formation of the alloy phase has been confirmed by x-ray diffraction analysis and UV-visible spectroscopy as presented and analyzed in Fig 2. The overall composition of the wires as evaluated from TEM-EDS analysis is Au-25at%Cu, Au-35at% Pt and Au-35% Pd, respectively. STEM-EDS mapping also confirms presence of both the elements along the length of the wires. The alloy nanowires are significantly more stable as compared to the starting Au nanowires. The alloy wires show higher thermal stability and mechanical stability that was impossible to achieve for Au nanowires. The robustness along with the ultrathin dimension of the wire makes these wires ideal candidate for several applications including catalysis and sensing in addition to shedding fundamental insights into the structure, stability and transport behavior. 
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